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FOREST NEWS
Still fairly quite in the Forest over the last few months , we did have a mini rescue the other week when a
lone caver got lost , however that had a happy ending . Mike Howell and company are hard a work trying
to enter Perseverance while very low water levels open new ground .

OAKWOOD MILL DEEP LEVEL
Mike Howell reports that the clay fill in front of the entrance is gradually slipping forwards , some work is
needed to ensure that the entrance remains open .

NEW DUN
As reported before the entrance series to Dun needs a major clean up ! The way down to Railway Churn is
filthy with paper arrows etc , not the least is the mess of white paint ( they even left the tin behind )
spattered about the place . On a happier note it’s now possible to stand on top of the pump house .

WESTBURY BROOK
Roger Solari has completed his survey of the accessible part of the mine , with the water levels dropping
around 50ft most of the second level up to the area close to the shaft has been found .

OLD BOW
Mr Watkins has sold any grazing rights to the field around the entrance but requests that all cavers to please
use the stile and NOT climb under or over the fence .

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
British Cave Research Association - Bulletin No 1
Descent No 24
CRG Transactions Vol - 15 No 2
Plymouth Caving Group . News Letter and Journal No’s 50 and 51

EQUIPMENT
The club is purchasing 12 new carbide lamps, see Diana court for these , some have already been booked .
Also purchased are 12 two cell NIFES - £3.30 unfilled . £3.50 filled , those who have no lights of there own
will take precedence .
Still on NIFE cells , if anyone has any bits and pieces , John Court would like them to refurbish various
lamps .
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NEW MEMBER
Margaret Hay
Flat 1
10 Chase Park
Ross on Wye
Welcome to the club .

TRIPS

8th / 9th September South Wales Weekend
23rd September Mendips , August Longwood
28th September Gwent cave rescue team are holding an extended rescue practice from Turkey Sump in
Aggen Alwedd starting on the Saturday .
7th / 14th October - GRCG - Practice .
13th / 14th October - Yorkshire .
28th October - Aggen Alwedd the round trip .

FOR SALE
Kittens : - One of each , Tabby Tom , Black Tom and a Black and white she .Apply to Diana Court .

THE OCTOBER MEETING
A slide show and talk by Messer’s Courts and Elliott on their caving etc , adventures in France . At the
same meeting Rod Stewart and Derrick Appling will give a talk on rope techniques .

BCRA
The British Cave Research Association is holding its National Speleological Conference and Exhibition at
Bryon House , Trent Polytechnic , Shakespeare Street Nottingham .
This is the old BSA conference under the new name and as such can be well recommended for a most
interesting weekend .
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BUCKSHAFT HOLE No 6
After a routine trip to Buckshaft by the Wednesday evening fraternity I was approached by Colin Clements
who wanted to know what went off the bottom of the last pitch of which he had not known existed . I
remember stirring uneasily on my perch for I knew full well that the bottom of the last pitch was never
below water . I also knew what exploring Buckshaft meant . Hard work , mud and worst of all NO BEER .
These foundations proved perfectly correct and the diary of events are as follows :Wednesday the 25th of April
Party - Margaret Hay , JVE , Colin Clements , Colin Mellor , Steve and Clive .
To avoid the entrance rubbish a party of six entered the hole No 6a , and abseiled come laddered the 12ft
pitch . That was mistake No 1, ask Margaret Hay . The next pitch of 70ft was abseiled leaving the last
pitch to be attended to . With a difficult take off and lengthy belays 55ft of ladder was lowered into the
depths , all of it hanging free in space and as was soon obvious to me , not touching the bottom . We
hurried out but missed the pub .
Wednesday the 2nd of May
With s party of four ie, Colin Clements , Colin Mellor , Steven Potts and myself we entered the normal
route and made all haste to the bottom .
Another ladder was added and the pitch was found to be 50ft deep , typical .
Clements volunteered to go down and descended this fine free hanging pitch . Steven also went down and
they reported a further drop estimated ( rock method ) at about 100ft . We all hastened out to the Butchers
Arms for a pint .
Wednesday the 9th May
The same party were joined by Mike Howell and Gordon Burch and all descended the pitch . I rigged a
double life-line and followed down . At the bottom only Mike had waited so we followed a large passage
which ended in a drop . A rope went down this showing where the others were . Mike started down but
decided to go on due to the size and instability of the boulders . On my way down I realised how sensible
Mike was .
The others below me reported no way on so I traversed gingerly right into a chamber . On the other side of
this I found No 1 level . As usual a hole in the floor prevented it being reached . We returned looking
round . There were holes everywhere but the way on appeared to be below the 56ft pitch .
Wednesday the 30th May
The team by now had diminished to me the others had taken Margaret’s example and found caving
elsewhere. As it was most of my tackle I felt I just must return to continue exploration . I phoned Roger
Solari and he agreed to come down and survey the place . With him came Dave Underhill . With me came
Colin Graham, I had borrowed one of his ropes . We all descended as usual and Roger free climbed the
hole below the ladder . We quickly followed and gained No 1 level again . We followed this climbing
round some deep holes until we were stopped by an immense chasm . Roger tried a side passage but met
with no success for a bypass . We both agreed however that this was the opposite side to the point we were
at when exploring No 4 .
Colin and I returned while Dave and Roger surveyed . We returned and roped back down to the level .
With some juggling Colin got across the first hole and I followed . Another hole was passed and then a
25ft pitch . A chamber could be seen and the level continued out the other side 25ft up a sheer face . That
was enough , Roger completed his survey and we left the mine after retackling the 56ft pitch .
Wednesday the 6th June
Roger and I finished surveying the mine and brought the rest of the tackle out .
Future prospects :- It was obvious that with more effort the level could be followed further . Also if the
water level continues to drop , and it should , No2 level ( which could be seen ) can be reached . However
this will be another team , another day .
John Elliott
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TUFTS LEVEL - 8th of July
As Diana Court was manhandled , far from gently out of the entranced of Tufts Level one could assume
that the rescue practice was over I J S however clad in a brand new wetsuit was not satisfied and altogether
with a band of cavers swept back down the level to get back into the water . Somehow o got thrust back
down and my next conscious recollection was when the icy water flowed in through the ample vents in my
wetsuit .
Remembering a passage I had explored alone many moons ago ( when I was keen ) I persuaded the others
to follow . An almost water filled passage led off followed by a wet squeeze through loose boulders and
then on along an inviting level. This I remembered ended in a fall after about 500ft . From here a loose
steep scramble led up into a dry passage .
Only Rod Stewart and I continued , the rest reversed to explore the other way . We followed the route
reaching a left turn I remembered but had not explored . It soon got small and unstable but however
continued . The roof became large slabs that had dropped and flat out crawling ensued . We then reached a
low area which had been in filled from above . A sheet of tin leading upwards as a chute testified to this .
Rod tried to advance amidst moving rock but the way on was blocked . Further work would be needed to
clear it .
This passage is promising as it may bypass the fall on the higher level and lead to the further reaches of the
mine . We retreated , Rod going to find the others , me ? I headed out to fresh air and hot coffee .
John Elliott .

PERSEVERING WITH PERSEVERANCE
For the past ten weeks or so Phil Swartz , Dave Brown and myself have been attempting to reopen
Perseverance Iron Mine . The mine itself is very similar to Buckshaft Iron Mine , the dip of the rock strata
being 60 degrees . The mine was worked mainly from the perseverance Shaft and from the Findall Level
both of which are situated on the north side of the Rusbridge to Soudley road . The Findall level has
collapsed and the entrance obliterated due to road construction .
Most of the work carried out over the past ten weeks has been done in the various outcrop workings
( numbered 1 - 12 on the attached map ) some of the entrances no longer exist .
A strong draught was found at entrance No 5 and after many weeks of pushing very small passages and
digging No 5 was pushed to a vertical depth of about 170ft . A very persistent Roger Solari pushed a small
water worn passage to the bitter end but mud infill prevented further work . Exploration of the upper
workings showed that No 5 and No 6 in fact connect together .
A large stone built chimney stands above entrances No 7 & 8 and 9 partway between 7 and 8 is believed
that the chimney ventilated through entrance No 8 although passages in 7 ,8 and 9 are very sooty and must
connect in some way . Some digging was carried out by GSS in entrance 8 - 9 but a maxi mum depth of
about 50ft was obtained .
The largest open area for exploration is entrance No 7 . This very sooty maze drops about 150ft into very
unstable ground , but at this stage appears to be the most promising way on . The first of the very long
levels is about 230ft vertically below the surface at this point ( only 80ft to go )
Further work is being carried out on No 7 and also on the shaft area itself . Anyone wishing to visit this
area should be prepared to get very muddy , sooty and have a taste for very tight passages descending at
about 60 degrees . With the prospect of opening up nine miles of passage its all worth it so we will keep
Persevering till we Findall .
Mike Howell .
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THE SEA CAVES OF ABEREIDDY BAY
About eight miles northwest of the Pembrokeshire city ( ? ) of St David’s is the small bay of Abereiddy .
The beach there is famous for its fossil graptolites found in the shale’s of the surrounding rocks . The
beach is composed mainly of grey sand and is bounded at the south end by rocky outcrops which merges
into cliffs and at the north end by an old slate quarry and a narrow headland which is topped by a derelict
watchtower .
The rocks here are metamorphic with a few igneous intrusions . While swimming off the quarry we
noticed a large sea cave and decided to have a closer look . While swimming towards it we came close to
the headland and just below the watchtower we spotted a low arched entrance set back between the rocks .
Laurence , who was approaching at a different angle to me , shouted that he could see daylight through the
cave . We swam through the entrance which had about 2ft of headroom at the start but immediately opened
up into a high narrow rift which emerged on the other side of the headland . The floor was just visible
about 10ft down and appeared to be sand and boulders while the roof looked to be made up of large slabs
and boulders and quickly got higher as the open sea was reached .
The sides of the cave were covered with unusual marine growths , we decided that the subdued sunlight in
the cave simulated deeper water conditions , they were certainly not the usual sea shore decorations .
Swimming out through the cave we could see that we had passed under the narrowest part of the headland ,
about 150ft at sea level. Returning we found the sun shining through the beach entrance gave an attractive
diffused green light around the swimmer in front .
Next day we had a look at the large cave near the quarry . As it was low tide we were able to scramble
over the rocks for most of the way . The cave is about 10ft from floor to ceiling , 30ft wide and 150ft long .
Disturbing a number of pigeons who flew noisily out we made our way over very slippery rocks and
boulders which for m the floor of the cave . There was enough sunlight for us to reach the end where
several s mall chambers are formed by granite pillars . Granite also forms part of the floor at this point .
What we found interesting here was that the granite had been worn away producing large scallops rather
like those found in limestone caves . Looking out from the rear of the cave is very impressive , sea , sky
and cliffs are contained in a rugged frame , an ideal subject for photo’s .
We swam out to our ‘through trip ‘ again and went through and drifted along the cliff face looking for more
caves . We found some interesting holes but didn’t investigate them as by now we had attracted the
attention of a group of tourists who perched themselves on the cliff edge 150ft up and immediately above
the entrances we wished to enter . Not wanting to risk an accidental fall of stones or tourists from that
height we made our way back .
Next day was too rough for swimming and after that we had run out of holiday so further exploration is left
for another time .
Roger Bailey .
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LOST AND FOUND OR THE RETURN IF THE WANDERER

Saturday evening of the 18th of August saw six intrepid members of the cave rescue group unti mely torn
away from their pre-beer nosh to go and scour the ramifications of New Dun in search of a lone caver who
had gone astray .
It had all started earlier in the when a couple , who had been staying in the Forest called at the Solari’s
homestead on Wigpool and enquired where the holes were . Mrs Solari very wisely directed them over to
New Dunn because Wigpool is very muddy and can be quite wet and the pair did have a very nice , new
Rover 2000 .
Arriving outside New Dunn the fellow got his kit out , he had been caving before , and at 2.30pm he
proceeded to enter the mine alone for a “ half hour trip “
About two and a half hours later the lady left waiting outside was by then very worried and as an added
distraction was taken short in a severe way , surprisingly in spite of the abundance of fern , gorse and leafy
trees in the area she had not used her initiative .
Going over to the farm she was able to relieve some of her problems and was directed down to the Butchers
Arms to sort the remainder out . Unable to drive it was only a short walk down to the pub and she was
soon enlisting the side of Mr Dovey . He drove her to Coleford to find Ian Standing who was not at home .
The next step was the Police Station were the law decided to get a small search party together for a quick
look . While he was phoning an enlightening little dialog took place :- Constable ( taking down details ) “
What’s your husbands name please ? “ Lady , “ Oh dear - well - err - um - actually he’s not my husband my husbands a Policeman “
Constable , “ Ahem , I’m not interested in what your doing - what’s his name ! “
Meanwhile in various homes a mad scramble was going on as attempts were made to assemble kit and sort
out lamps which would work while finishing off bread and jam , chips etc .
At half past seven the rescuers met outside the mine entrance and with words of encouragement , i.e. “ Get
a move on “ from the lady who had now returned from the cop shop , we sped on down . People were
given sections of the mine to search as far down as Blue Pool . We allowed half an hour before all meeting
in Balcony Passage to decided on the next move .
However our man was soon found by Diana Court who discovered him well and truly lost in the Niagara
series . He had done the usual trick , gone down to the first Pipe Shaft turned round to come out and not
ducked back round the large rock in the main passage . He then followed all the arrows he found , the
worst possible mistake of all . When found he was in good spirits but he was concerned that he had not
been so long underground before and , quote “ My wife must be very worried outside “
We collected ourselves together and made our way out , our victim and his wife / friend having gone off to
the Butchers Arms to get the drinks in , and apparently to have some mutual recriminations in the front bar.
Here Mr Dovey rattled the Cave Rescue tin under the gents nose , but he declined with the words “ No I’m
buying them a drink “ And as soon as we had arrived Mr and Mrs ? Sped off in the aforementioned
transport.
We had a drink each and put the change out of the £1 , it was about 30p into the collection tin and pondered
on the immortals of the situation , we decided that if we had left him another couple of hours we would
have made the front page of the News of the World .
Annon’
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